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	Learning Objective: Students will improve their ability to recognize and perform wide intervals while retaining good instrumental technique.
	Guiding Question: What is required to maintain good technique when performing wide intervals?
	Differentiation: Activity 1: Pair up students of different ability levels, pair up on and off task students.Activity 2: Offer student- and instrument-specific advice during repetition of exercise.Activity 3: Students can choose technique issues that are instrument-specific.Homework: Individualized assessment and feedback with SmartMusic.
	Homework: Assign "SmartMusic Exercises - Intervals," movement "Mixed Intervals - Major - Eighth Notes - Expand Down." Create a custom rubric so that tone production and articulation are considered in the final grade.
	Teacher Name: Teacher Name
	Subject: Subject
	Date: Date
	Demonstration of Learning (Assessment): At the end of class, students will perform various exercises in SmartMusic without losing technical mastery.
	Hook: Warm up: To create continuity from the last lesson, use a warm up exercise of your choice that features the last scale students learned. This lesson will use scales as the basis for interval exercises. Be sure to tune so that intonation issues related to technique are easy to hear.
	Activity: Display an octave on the board, and ask students to identify potential technique challenges in performing such a wide interval. Make a list on the board, then have students turn to a neighbor and explain how they will overcome these obstacles. Perform a series of octaves as a class.
	Assessment: 
	Wrap up: Any remaining time can be spent on concert repertoire. Focus specifically on measures of the repertoire that have wide intervals.
	Objective: 
	Standard: 
	Standard 2: NCAS Anchor 5
	Activity 3: Play the "Epidemic" game. Send 3-4 students from different sections into the hall, then have the class agree on a technique issue that will "spread through the ensemble like a disease." Bring the "doctors" (the students in the hall) back in and have them diagnose the issue. Play several rounds.Ask the class, "how did [technique issue picked as the disease] change the way we sounded?"More advanced ensembles can have multiple "diseases" at once to make things more difficult for the "doctors."After several rounds, have the class perform the exercise from Activity 2 again.
	Activity 2: Project the "SmartMusic Exercises - Intervals" on the board, using movement "Mixed Intervals - Major - Eighth Notes - Expand Up." Perform it out of time, playing one note at a time to show students how the expanding intervals make technical demands on their playing. Slowly speed up the tempo so that students internalize the technique.You may need to offer instrument-specific advice during this activity.
	Objective 2: - Evaluate and refine personal and ensemble performances, individually or in collaboration with others.
	Assessment 2: At the end of class, students will perform an interval exercise faster and with better tone production than at the beginning of class.Students will also complete a SmartMusic assignment focusing good tone production and technique when performing wide intervals.
	Notes + Materials 2: The exercises in both the second activity and the homework assignment can be swapped out with intervals using minor scales and/or sixteenth notes for more advanced players.
	Notes + Materials: - SmartMusic TEACH Free, including assignments and custom rubric- pencils- metronome- projector and device for putting SmartMusic on the board
	Title: Technique


